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8? 12?– 8? 24?
”Cooperative Observations between Hida & Hinode”




2? 23?–3? 8? (?????)
????”MHD waves and oscillations over sunspots”
??”MHD waves in the solar corona”
Workshop on sunspot oscillation
????”Quasi-periodic pulsations in solar ﬂares”
?Jose Kaname Ishitsuka Iba?Maria Victoria Gutierrez Escate?
Yovanny Jose Buleje Mendoza
??????????? (IGP)(???)
3? 10?–3? 15? (??)
Japan-Peru: The 3rd FMT Data Analysis Workshop???
?Nestor Manuel Vargas Maya
?????? (???)
3? 10?–3? 15? (??)
Japan-Peru: The 3rd FMT Data Analysis Workshop???
?Denis Pavel Cabezas Huaman
Presbiteriana Mackenzie?? (????)
3? 10?–3? 15? (??)




????”The Study of Time-domain Astronomy at NCU and Future
Development - Asteroids, Flare Stars and Exoplantes”
?Li-Ching, Huang?Chi-Ju, Wu
National Central?? (??)
3? 25?–31? (??)
34
